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(Ignatian Residential College"^

@ FAIRFIELD UEITERSITI^

BY ETHAN FRY

"Man's task is simple. He
should cease letting his existence be a thoughtless accident."
This quote from Friedrich
Nietzche is one of the motivations behind the aims and ideals of the Ignatian Residential
College, a unique program designed for the class of 2005 that
will begin during the Fall 2002
semester.
The college will be placed
in Loyola Hall next year, following the departure of the Office of Human Resources at the
end of this academic year. The
space now will become a
21,000 square foot "living
room" area for the Ignatian College.
As reported in The Mirror
earlier this year, Fairfield was
awarded nearly two million dollars in seed money from Lilly
Endowment Inc. to start the college.
Rev. Thomas Regan S.I.
and Rev. lim Mayzik S.I. will
direct the college next year,
which is designed to encompass
a number of aspects which are
aimed at helping sophomores
address questions of identity
and how they fit uniquely into
the world.
According to Regan and
Mayzik, the college is first and

Editor responds
to the reactions
Page 13

foremost an academic project,
directed at the aforementioned
questions.
"It's really a program to
help what students get out of
college," said Regan. "It's keeping in the whole lesuit philosophy of educating the whole person."
Regan will be leaving the
office of the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences to
teach philosophy full time. According to Regan, approximately 50 faculty members are
interested in offering classes as
part of the college.
The college experience will
not stop at the classroom, however. "We're going to bring in
speakers and take trips off campus to places like New York
City and Yale," said Mayzik.
"Nothing's going to be mandatory. There will be a lot more
offered to students, but they
aren't going to be required to do
it."
David McFadden, chair of
the history department, will be
the first academic chair of the
Ignatian College. Glenn Sauer
of the biology department and
Roselie McDevitt of the accounting department will be assistant academic chairs.
"On the academic side, the
IRC will be offering a variety
of core courses (and electives,
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and major and minor courses),
primarily for sophomores in the
College but then open to all
other students. These courses
will deal with a wide range of
issues and disciplines, but focused on questions of values,
meaning, purpose in life-how to
explore issues connecting a
student's life with a student's
life work-how to make a difference in the world," McFadden
said.
He added, "This is not just
religious studies or philosophy.
This is not just Catholic or lesuit education-but it is the lesuit understanding of education
at its best...we will be involving students and professors who
are Catholic, Protestant, lewish,
Buddhist, Muslim, atheist, agnostic, seeker-and we will deal
with these questions across all
cultures and disciplines." •
Student reaction to the
Ignatian College is so far on the
positive side of mixed. While
some students think that the college is a good idea, some have
apprehensions about various
parts of the program.
"It seems like an interesting idea with several aspects
that attract me to the program,
however the fact that it will be
entering into its first year at
Fairfield gives me enough uncertainty to prevent me from
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Loyola will host the Ignatian Residential College.
participating," said Thorn
Corsillo '05.
"I feel that the idea behind
the Igantian College is going to
benefit sophomores if they are
willing to take it seriously," said

Caitlin Russell '02.
Others were discouraged at
the choice of Loyola Hall for the
program. "I don't like the fact
that they are using the best dorm
for it," said Matt Grasso '04.

Changes in the works for housing lottery
BY CHRIS WOOD

A new lottery system will hopefully fill these townhouses more painlessly.
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Typical of many in the
sophomore class, Greg Williams '04 said that he doesn't
know where or with whom he
is Irving next year.
"In general, there's not
much going up around campus
to let students know what to
do,"Wil!iams said.
The reason for this confusion is simple-the lottery process has not been started yet,
due to changes in the lottery
system.
According to Director of
Housing Gary Stephenson,
however, a plan is in motion to
begin the lottery process by the
end of this month and to have
spot filled by Apr. 10.
In contrast to last year, this
year's lottery will assign each
student a number and will then
accept group applications. Each
group of students will be ordered according to the lowest,

or best, number within the
group.
Previously, students were
required to apply for housing as
a group, and were then assigned
a lottery number as a group.
"We hope thatthis change
in the lottery gives students
more choices," Stephenson
said
The process will begin
when a tentative list is posted
in the Barone Campus Center
that includes the names of all
students consideredfor on-campus housing. Students will be
given a period of time to check
me list and notify housing if the
list is inaccurate.
According to Stephenson,
a modifiedlistwith names and
mekrespecrivelotterynumbers
will be posted about a week
later/'hopefully by Feb 25."
Students would then have
until Mar. 12 to submit their
SEE
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Andersen representatives
coming to Fairfield U. today
This past Tuesday, Berardino testified on Capitol Hill before a House FiRepresentatives from Arthur nancial Services subcommittee that
Andersen will hold an a town meeting Andersen is taking "immediate steps" to
in the Dolan School of Business today improve public confidence, including the
to address student and faculty concerns creation of a new internal office of ethregarding the accounting firm's role in ics and compliance.
the Enron bankruptcy.
After the collapse of Enron, the largThe
meeting,
est bankruptcy in
sparked by articles and
U.S. history, it came
op-ed pieces that apto light that Arthur
peared in The Mirror
Andersen, the firm
will be held in room 110
responsible for auditA from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00
ing and reviewing
p.m according to an eEnron's finances had
mail received by The
not been given critiMirror from Dawn
cal documents by the
Photo:wWw.msnbc.coin energy giant. HowMassey of the school of
Berardino '72 testifies before
ever, adding to the
business.
confusion
over
Andersen, one of Congress this past Tuesday.
the largest accounting firms in the coun- Andersen's role in the bankruptcy was
try, is headed by Joseph Berardino, a the revelation that the firm had destroyed
Fairfield alum who graduated in 1972. numerous documents concerning
Berardino is currently a member of the Enron's audits.
university's Board of Trustees.
The Mirror has come under fire in RELATED COMMENTARIES
the past week for a "Frankly Speaking"
(Jan 24) article and an editorial entitled University officials respond
"The Silence of the Scam" (Jan 31) that
to last week's editorial
questioned the ethical actions of
Berardino's company and the
Pages 10 & 11
university's silence on the matter.
BY SEAN HAYES

The

Coming soon to a theatre
near you: "Festival '02"
jects are finally aired. The performance
is directed by Eckler and stage-managed
FAIRFIELD, CONN. - Family trag- by Alex Pavone.
"Festival '02" is the third producedy, loss and transition, and the hilarious/ humiliating world of dating take tion of the 2001-02 season for Theatre
center stage Feb. 20 through 24, when Fairfield, the university's student theater
Theatre Fairfield presents a showcase of production company.
Assistance for the production was
three short plays written, designed and
provided
by Martha LoMonaco, Ph.D.,
directed by students.
directing
mentor;
Lynne Porter, producer
Performances for "Festival '02," a
showcase of original student work, are and design mentor; and Susan
Wednesday, Feb. 20 through Saturday, Haggstrom, academic technical director.
"Festival '02" involves more than 35
Feb. 23 at 8 p.m. and Saturday, Feb. 23
and Sunday, Feb. 24 at 2 p.m. at Fair- students, including: Amy Mattulina,
lighting designer; Rehan Ansari, costume
field University's PepsiCo Theatre.
"Lost, Found and Remembered," designer; and Liz Capinera, scenic deby Scott Ferguson, explores the difficul- signer. Cast members are: Jill Amato,
ties of moving on after losing a loved Nick Benaquista, Bill Bria, Tanya
one. The play is directed by Edward Chavez, Paul DeSena, Kim DiVincenzo,
Walsh and stage-managed by Danny Lauren Drzata, Dave Gorman, Jessica
Harper, Alison Lebonitte, Lindsay
Williams.
Lara Eckler's "A Chance" offers a Loderstadt, Amy Miklos, Mary Parr,
comedic look at one woman's quest to Nick Smith, Jason Stowe and Chris
find a replacement for herself to keep Wood.
Tickets are on sale at the Quick Cenher boyfriend company while she is
away. It is directed by Kathleen Mooney ter Box Office for $12 general admission and $5 student admission. Contact
and stage-managed by KristyFarrell.
Finally, the poignant "Everything the box office at (203) 254-4010 or call
We Never Said," written by Virginia toll-free at (877) ARTS-396. For further
Moylan, examines what happens when information, call Theatre Fairfield at
tragedy strikes a family and taboo sub- (203) 254-4000, x2274.
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First Walter G. Ryba Scholarship awarded
Andy Uria '05 recognizedfor leadership qualities
BY SEAN TOOLAN

He plays soccer. He runs summer
camps. He volunteers. He serves his
community.
Due to his many accomplishments,
freshman soccer standout Andy Uria has
been named the first recipient of the Dr.
Walter G. Ryba Scholarship. The scholarship commemorates the service of the
late Dr. Ryba who served as dean of the
Charles F. Dolan School of Business.
The scholarship benefits a student
who has shown significant leadership in
academics, student activities, and athletics during their high school career.
"I am very honored to be awarded
with the scholarship," said Uria "Especially since the scholarship bears the
name of a man who meant so much to
our school and community."
Uria, a native of Potomac, Md.,
graduated from Bullis High School. Uria
lettered in wrestling and soccer, earning
All-Metro honors in soccer. Uria worked
at summer camps and spent a great deal
of his time as a volunteer, coaching clin-

ics to under-privileged children in the
D.C. area.
Since coming to Fairfield, Uria has
displayed his many talents, starting at
left-side defender in 12 of his 16 games
for the Fairfield men's soccer team. Uria
was also named to the MAAC AllRookie Soccer Team.
Head Soccer Coach Carl Rees describes Uria as someone who "never
ceases to amaze." He added, "As a freshman, Andy was put in some tough positions and always responded to the challenge."
Ryba's widow, Geraldine Ryba, believes Uria encompasses the ideals
which are the basis for her husband's
scholarship, "I was fortunate enough to
meet with Andy. I sensed him to be a
superb first recipient to Walt's Scholarship, displaying those qualities of the
scholarship and service to the school and
community that Walt embodied."
Walter G. Ryba spent 18 years at
Fairfield University, teaching courses in
business law, international law, and small
business. He was appointed Dean of the

School of Business in
1998, a position he
held until his death in
August 2000. During
his own high school
days at Ridgefield
High School in Connecticut, Ryba exemplified the characteristics of the scholarship as he cocaptained the baseball, football, and basketball teams. A lover
of all sports, it is fitting that the scholarship dedicated in his
name be designated to
benefit an athlete.
"He [Ryba] was
always supportive of
others, fair, and caring, "said Dr. Lucy
Katz, who worked to
Photo: Bridget Smith
establish the scholarAndy Uria
ship. "He had a strong vision for the had just begun to see put in place when
School of Business, which tragically he he died."

Decisions, decisions
More prospective students choosing to apply to Fairfield early
BY SEAN TOOLAN

Most high school seniors won't find
out until March or April that they have
been admitted to college. However, almost 15 percent of next year's freshman
class have already been admitted and
chosen to come to Fairfield.
Fairfield is among the elite schools
in the nation who use the process of early
decision in order to assess prospective
students. The program is growing, from
120 students applying four years ago to
172 this year.
"Historically we have looked very
closely at early decision students," said
Judy Dobai, director of admission.
"These students are energized about
Fairfield and make a clear statement by
applying early that they are very committed to being here."
Each year, approximately 7,000
high school seniors apply to Fairfield
overall. 172 students applied to Fairfield
under the early decision program, of
which 115 have been admitted.
"Our early decision pool is relatively small in comparison with other
colleges," said Dobai. "Fairfield will
enroll about 15 percent of its freshmen

are given more latitude within the early
decision process. Financial Aid packages
are not always determined at the end of
December when the student's application is accepted. Therefore, in accordance with the Statement of Students'
Rights and Responsibility, "If you are an
early decision candidate and are seeking financial aid, you need not withdraw
other applications until you have received notification about financial aid."
According
to Judy Dobai,
director of admission, the pool
of
students
within the early
decision process
is no different
academically
than those who
apply at the regular time. The difference lies in
Photo: Amy Womack the students deFairfield says "welcome" to many early decision students.
sire to attend
withdraw the applications submitted to Fairfield.
Early decision is a method through
other colleges and universities and make
which students who know exactly where
no additional applications."
Students with certain financial need they want to attend college can apply

through early decision versus some colleges that enroll as much as 40-50% of
their class through Early Decision."
Deciding to apply early decision is
a binding agreement between the prospective student and the university. According to the National Association for
College Admission Counseling
(NACAC) Statement of Students' Rights
and Responsibility, "If you are under the
early decision plan, you must promptly

FURZE & ACKLEY
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COME TO FURZE & ACKLEY AND TRY
OUR $99 COMPLETE EYEWEAR SPECIAL!
FREE EXAM
Deshner Womem
Bebe, Deja Vu,
Nino West, Candies
Norma Kamali,
Cover Girl,
Nicole Miller, Fcndi,
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* Disposables in Stock
• Colors in Stock to Try
• Wild Eyes in Stock to Try

Designer Metis
Polo,

early to see if they will be admitted. The
process starts with an application deadline in mid-November. The student will
be informed Admission Department's
decision before the end of December.
Fairfield is one of almost 200 universities who offer early decision to prospective students. Other universities offer an early action option to students who
do not wish to commit to a certain
school. Through early action, a student
is given notification about their acceptance early, but does not have to make a
decision to attend until the regular decision period in May.
"I only allow my students to apply
early decision when the are 100 percent
sure that they want to attend a school,"
said Richard Borsch College Counselor
at Fenwick High School in Oak Park, IL.
Early decision application is not the
only option for high school seniors, but
for some it is their best.
"Early decision may not have been
the best thing for me personally, but for
some of my friends in high school, it was
the best option for them," said Greg Minor '05. 'They knew exactly where they
wanted to go."

GRASMERE BARBER SHOP

$*| PHAIRCUT

JLO

SPECIAL!

Nautita,
Nike, 15 & L.,
Serengeti,
Fossil,

Open 10-6 Wednesday, Friday, Saturday
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free in-front-of-store parking

259-9132

4270 Main St, Bridgeport • 372-4569

58 Post Road
Across from Ashe Creek Saloon

(1 mile south of Trumbull Shopping Park)
*SCe optician (or details • We Do Repairs, Sec Is First!

The Communication Club, Department of
Communication, the Career Planning
Center and the Office of Alumni Relations
Present:
*t

Communication Career Night

»»

Tues. February 12, 6:00 - 8:00 PM
BCC Lobby
Meet Fairfield Alumni/ae working in many areas of
communication and media industries. Hear first
hand from them about how they decided on their
career, the various jobs they have held in the
industry and tips to get started in the job search
process.
Here's just a few alumni/ae who will be attending:
Jim Cesiro'74, WALK 97.5
Melissa Diger Gibbons '92, William H. Sadlier, Inc
Christina Hennessey '92, Westport News
Suzanne Hassett '96, WHDH TV
Stacy Orlick '93, Penton Media
Robert Laska '69, Connecticut Post
Curt Rossell, General Electric
Chris Sachs '79, National Geographic
Allison West '96, D'Arcy Advertising
All students (all majors, all years) interested in
communication careers are welcome!
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Fairfield adds lanes to information superhighway
BY JOSHUA O'CONNELL

The information superhighway
sometimes seems like it has traffic jams,
especially on Fairfield's campus.
Slow downloads, difficulty accessing services, and connection stability has
plagued Fairfield's connection for some
time now.
Despite the hiccups, Fairfield has
big plans for student access to the
Internet. In the next two years, upgrades
in campus connections will resolve current bottlenecks, making the information
superhighway feel like they just converted the shoulder into a new lane.
HIGHER SPEED LIMITS
The school was spending approximately $47,500 per year for bandwidth
for a 6 megabit connection. That speed
is the equivalent of having 107 modems
downloading information at the same
time off the web, similar to what you use
to connect to AOL.
The university, however, invested in
a hefty upgrade to bandwidth, which in
November increased the speed to 21
megabits, the equivalent of 375 modems.
That brought an added cost of about
$ 112,800, making the total cost run over
$150,000 per year.
According to James Estrada, university librarian, this resulted in enough to
cover the needs on campus. In an e-mail,
he said that bandwidth use "is running
about 60 percent of capacity. Our previous bandwidth utilization was
bursting at about 95 percent at peak periods." This means that there's plenty
of bandwidth available most times.
Some students noticed faster speeds.
"I've noticed it hasn't frozen up or given
me problems recently," said Allison
Marshall '04.
Jen Barrett '04 said, "I think it's
been better than it has been overall."
Others don't agree. "It's still pretty
slow," said Sarah Walker '04.
Michael Rubin '03, who has knowledge about the campus network, said,
"Not at all. It's absolutely too slow. For
the speed of the line, it should be faster."
THE DORM BOTTLENECK
While the bandwidth increase benefits academic buildings, a problem still
exists with the way the dorms are connected. "Academic buildings are still on
a 10 megabit shared connection,"
Estrada said. The approximately 2500
students who live in the quad or
townhouses are stuck at that speed,
shared between all the students vs. 21
megabits. Students can't make use of
the added bandwidth without upgrades.
The school is resolving that by looking at ways to move away from the old
shared connections, a process that will
take a few months. In Estrada's e-mail,
he said, "the planning for the pilot program for upgrading the dorms is proceeding." Estrada said the goal is to begin upgrades right after commencement
and have much of it, if not all, done by
the end of summer.
The bottleneck has caused some students discomfort as they try to download
multimedia. Monica Regan '04 said, "I
have some trouble when I download
music. But for [school] work and Campus Pipeline and stuff it's good."
Marshall said, "As far as downloading music or any kind of multimedia
clips, it's very slow. As far as clicking

onto websites or surfing the net, it's not
bad."
Rubin said, "For multitasking surfing, like when you're trying to go
through various web databases on your
computer, it's too slow."
DOWNLOAD LIMITS
To try to control bandwidth usage,
limits have been put into place. Experiments with throttling have been done,
which provide more speed for academic
labs during the day and dorms at night.
One control already in place is a
limit on the number of computers that
can connect to certain types of programs.
For those trying to access KaZaA, IRC,

Travel to f
SWF seeks
For Sale 0

and other popular computer programs for
downloading, only 245 connections are
offered, a fraction of the students that
are on at peak hours.
Estrada said the goal is to provide
students working on classwork to have
the advantage. "While we aren't blocking such programs as KaZaA, we do
make judicious use of our bandwidth
throttling capabilities so as to give
priority to academic uses."
He added, "It's a good bet that offpeak hours such as late night and early
morning would be best for trying to access KaZaA, for example."
Another change to the system was
the creation of Virtual Local Area Net-

works, or VLANs, which allow computers to be grouped in a way that can be
micromanaged. Academic buildings are
assigned to some, while students are assigned to others.
This has created problems, though.
The system has caused students not to
be able to see each other on the network
anymore, limiting file sharing and online
gaming.
Thanks to upgrades, the way we access the Internet is finally being improved. As the network improves, students may enjoy something they feel
they've been paying for: a speedy connection to everything online.
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ACT FAST! SAVE $$$, GET A
COUPON... CALL 800-5847502
OR
GO
TO
SPRINGDICOUNTS.COM
ACT NOW! GUARANTEE THE
BEST SPRING BREAK
PRICES! SOUTH PADRE,
CANCUN, JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO, FLORIDA
& MARDIGRAS.
REPS
NEEDED... TRAVEL FREE,
EARN $$$. GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+. 800-388203
/
WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM
BABYSITTER - Weston. Reliable,
conscientious,
prompt
babysitter needed 1 evening
every weekend. Mostly Friday,
but some weeks Saturday.
Must provide own transportation. Verifiable references imperative. $10/hour. 203-4540121.
DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A
FUN AND DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT? LOOK NO FURTHER! Leading Executive
Search firm seeks a detail oriented, computer proficient individual to assist in the areas
of internet research, database
management, special projects,
as well to aid in supporting the
company's most strategic
agendas. If you have strong
interpersonal and administrative skills, an energetic disposition and a self-driven attitude,
we would like to speak with
you. Please fax resume to
(203) 961 - 7001, or email
ll@rmginc.net
LIFEGUARD/HEAD LIFEGUARD
Summer positions. Minimum qualification Red
Cross Senior Life Saving
Certificate. One season experience as working lifeguard. Housing in Greenwich, CT, if necessary. Call
203-531-7480 for interview.

Local Children's Theater group is
looking for someone to create,
design and build scenery for upcoming spring production. Parttime work or internship
possiblities ideal for college student.... Please fax resume and
cover letter to (203)319-1927,
attn:
Jon.
or
email
EastonDrama@aol.com
Mexico/Caribbean or Central
America $300 round trip plus
tax. Europe $179 one way plus
tax. Other world wide destinations cheap. Book tickets online
www.airtech.com or (212) 2197000.
Sports Teams - Clubs - Student
Groups Earn $1000-2000 with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card
applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly,
so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com
at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
Spring Break - Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from
$459. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties and More! Organize small
group - earn FREE trips plus
commissions! Call 1-800-GETSUN-1
Spring Break Super Sale! Book
your trip with StudentCity.com
and save up to $100 per person
to
Cancun,
Bahamas,
Jamiaxa, Padre and Florida.
Most popular student hotels
includeing the Oasis and the
Nassau Marriot Crystal Palace! Prices start at $399! Sale
ends soon! Call 1-800-293-1443
or go to StudentCity.com!
Spring Break Tickets! Get a FREE
MTV audience ticket to select
shows when you book your
Spring
Break
through
StudentCity.com! Go to
MTV.com
or
call
StudentCity.com at 1-800-2931443 for details! Tours and tickets are limited.

SPRING BREAK Last Minute
Specials...Save up to $100
per
person!!
Cancun,
Acapulco, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida Organize Your
Group and Travel Free!! Student
Travel Services Call 800-6484849 www.ststravel.com
Student Help Wanted- Business, finance or economics major. Part
time, interesting work, focus on
organizing financial records for
a non profit organization and financial projects. Some experience helpful. Good pay. Frequent bus service available. Will
reimburse. Fax resume to 203459-0236 or call, evenings and
weekends only, 203-459-0355
Student Help Wanted - Liberal Arts,
Political Science or similar major. Part time, interesting work,
focus on global social issues
and geopolitics. Good pay. Frequent bus service available. Will
reimburse. Fax resume to 203459-0236 or call, evenings and
weekends only, 203-459-0355
1994 Red Honda Civic - 140K, decent shape, automatic, AM/FM
tape, one owner-asking 3,500
call x 3087
You don't have to sell knives to
make money in college. Start/
own your own international telecommunications company for
minimal investment. Serious/
business minded students only!
Call (203) 565-0714.

YOUR AD CAN APPEAR HERE!
Call George at 256-6594 for the
latest rates. Reach 1000s with
a Mirror classified ad!
SPRING BREAK 2002
Caixun, Jamaica.
Florida
4 Moral

I

SPRING BREAK
k

A

Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan,.
Jamaica, Bahamas & S.Padre

' www.studentexpress.com'
I Call Now: 1-800-787-3787 .
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Students seem to like
housing lottery changes
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

group application, and each group would
be ordered according to tbe student with
the lowest number, which would be the
best number.
"Let's say that you get number 2 and
your roommates arc numbers 23 and 24,
then your group would be the second
group to select a place to live,"
Stephenson said.
Students, when asked, were not
aware of die change in policy, but they
seemed to like it
"If we all have the same friends, we
can trade around roommates {to get the
best housing situation]," said Chrissie
Mayr '05.
Brie Zimmerman '04, wants a
townhouse, and she says she has already
selected her housemates. "If 1 traded
housemates, I wouldn't have any
housemates," she said.
After all housing groups have submitted their forms, a meeting will be
scheduled for each class of students to

select their residence for the fall.
Stephenson said that he has tentatively
scheduled4kt class of '03 to select their
housing on Man 26, and the class of '04
on Mar. 27.
A separate meeting will be conducted for all single-room applicants
and "theme floor" applicants on April
4.
A general upperclassmen lottery
will be held on Apr. 9, and freshmen
will select their housing on Apr. 10.
'^IHs year's housing lottery process
has been hampered by a number of issues, including a crunch caused by a
growing student population, a study
concerning a possible boost in students
required at a townhouse, and a debate
over giving housing privileges to those
students that have higher grade-pointaverages or hold certain leadership officer roles. None of these concerns have
been completely resolved, according to
Stephenson.
"If we can get it done sooner, we
will," Stephenson said.
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BY JOSHUA O'CONNELL
Calista Flockhart. Sarah Brightman.
Now, himself.
While Josh Groban has skirted with
fame previously, he's now striking out
on his own with a gem that shouldn't be
overlooked.
"Josh Groban" introduces the new
artist with a debut album that, while a
little different than what you might be
used to hearing, will provide a listening
experience that will take a person away
content with the knowledge that money
did not go to waste.
Groban's first album will draw a lot
of comparisons with another artist. For
years, Sarah Brightman has pushed the
envelope of what pop music can be.
Coming out of a career on Broadway,
her CDs provide a mix of different languages and musical styles.
She lays on top a unique voice that
has created a new niche that toes the line
between pop music and something you
might hear on a Broadway stage or opera CD. Consider it icing on a very rich
cake.
Josh Groban does the same here.
His voice has a power that could make
him a powerhouse in a musical or in a
famous aria, but fits well onto a small
disc.

:

Indeed, Groban performed onstage
with Brightman during her recent La
Luna tour, even making his way onto her
live DVD concert which showed a
glimpse of what his voice truly had to
offer. With his CD, Groban performs an
eclectic mix of music that would make
many artists envious.
Some of the gems on this album are
"You're Still You," a ballad that has
beautiful orchestration, a positive vibe,
and of course Groban's powerful voice
carrying the tune despite such high production values.
A more uptempo song can be found
with "Canto Alia Vita," a collaboration
with labelmate The Corrs, which pulls
two talented acts together and, using
their combined strengths, creates a masterpiece showcasing both groups in a
light that is a bit different than what
you'd find on either of their albums elsewhere.
First single "To Where You Are,"
written by Richard Marx, another pop
music name, demonstrates how a single
targeted at radio can still sound as great
as a song plucked from Bach's distinguished library.
A duet with Charlotte Church is
closer to the CD, with "The Prayer." The

pairing of young voices is something to
behold, with another great orchestration
and a tune that is only fitting for this pairing.
Josh
Groban's career
may be short, but
it is distinguished.
Discovered
by David Foster,
whose label released his CD,
Groban
was
signed after a private performance
where he showed
his vocal grace.
Along with
pairing
with
Brightman on
stage, he also appeared on Ally
McBeal in late
2001, presenting
a performance
that turned a lot of
heads.
Groban's debut pulls songs
from a variety of
different sources,
like Brightman's
efforts, and melds
with great ease. All of the songs belong
here; there are no strays that are powerful by themselves but just don't fit.
This is a CD that was constructed

thoughtfully and showcases Groban in
prime form. Not bad for a debut album.
In today's musical world, it's rare
where the music, the voice, and the songs
all come together
with the creativity
and style that this
CD does.
Too many of
today's CDs are a
merging of synthesizer-driven
beats , vocal effects, and very
methodical editing that create an
"eh" song out of a
producer's talent,
not the artist's.
While the
producers should
have a role, the
singing on this
disc will make a
listener realize
that music can be
so much more.
While
Brightman may
have pioneered
this new niche of
music, Groban has
continued its excellence with a
pristine disc. Circuit City is featuring it
as a great deal... head out and expand
your musical horizons.

cDato

Grade: A

Artist:
Josh Groban
CD: Josh Groban
Label:
143/Atlantic

Grade: A

Artist:
Sarah Brightman
CD: Classics
Label: Angel

SEE "BRIGHT" ON P.
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1. What is SBRA all about, other
than having an unpronouncable
acronym?
SBRA stands for the Student Beach
Residents Association. Our job is to
act as liaisons to the university as well
as the town and act as social
coordinators for the population of
students who live off campus in that
area.
2. Did 200 nights really fall on the
200th night before graduation, or
did you guys fudge it and think no
one would recognize it really landed
on night 197 or something like that?
I think it was night, like, 162 and it was
the only date the Marriott had open in
the fall, (laughs)
3. Why did SBRA run FUSA's 200
nights this year, other than the fact
that beach people know how to
throw a party better?
Over the summer I was told that SBRA
would be running 200 nights and that's
all she wrote (laughs)
4. Last year, The Mirror ran 'All Betz
Are Off about your FUSA
candidacy for president. Do you
have any regrets about that time?
I think the headline was a bit harsh,
but that's politics. If I regretted
everything in my life, I'd probably be
in a mental institution right now. I used
it as a learning experience and got on
with it.
5. What do you think of FUSA this
year?
I give them a lot of credit. I can't really
comment because I'm not involved in
it, but I also know there's been a lot of
changes because of the new
constitution and they've had to deal
with that. But I'm not really on campus
a lot and most of their issues fall there,
so I don't really have any comment.
6. What is the most exciting part of
SBRA?
Truthfully, or what I'm supposed to
say? (laughs) Just planning on our

Hedging her Betz
This week: Amanda Betz, SBRA president

events and working with our friends.
And working with Kevin and Maria and
Desiree.
7. As a senior, are you disappointed
that some of the construction projects
going on won't be done until after you
graduate?
I'm more upset that they weren't done.
But the campus center and the library are
done and they're the only buildings I'm
in when I'm on campus. I'm just glad
I'll be graduating without two mounds
of dirt in front of the library!
8. Would you recommend living in a
beach house, or is it a washout?
I've lived at the beach since my junior
year and I've had a great time. I've had
a really nice house to live in.
9. Could you answer the rumor about
you and Sal, the security guard?
I didn't know there was a rumor but I
can tell you rumors about Sal and other
girls.
10. What's the most odd thing that's
happened down at
the beach?
Having
my
grandmother call
after the luau and
having her ask if the
National Guard flew
in after watching
NBC. Oh, this is a
good one.
No
names or stories
shall be given, but
there's a ball of
saran wrap sitting in
my bathroom as we
speak that no one
will touch.

12. Let's play the pyramid: 200 Nights,
30 Nights, Boogie Nights...
Hooking up at night!
That's correct! DING!
13. Are you a gambler?
No, despite my last name. I have no luck
in the gambling market.
14. Who's more sexy? News Editor
Allie Moonan or Ally McBeal?
No comment! (laughs)
15. Which artist should just stop
recording music?
Jewel. I cannot stand her!

comes out looking like a lobster. I
think a little color looks nice, but
there's no need to be orange in
December.
17. More fun to know and hang out
with: "He Said" Kevin Estela or
"She Said" Maria DeRuccio?
Oh, Maria DeRuccio because she's
such a nice girl. Kevin scares me at
times.
You picked up the brownie points
considering she's sitting next to you.
18. Is the Grape a good place to
hang out, or is it sour?
It's a good place to hang out when
you're short on cash, (laughs)
19. Do you, uh, yahoo?
I hope you're talking about the
computer and not just some sick joke!
Darn.

16. Fake suntans: do you think they're
just a little too obvious when people
have them?
You're talking to a person that when I
tan in a normal setting or in a booth,

20. Any last words?
(talking like award winner) I'd like
to thank God and my parents... just
kidding! Peace out to my posse!

and lovers to change their outlook or
opinions. Optimism and confidence are
now on the rise. Loved ones will be
honest and openly needy.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). A recently
neglected project will become active. A
powerful wave of confidence and social
optimism returns. Ask loved ones to
explain their needs and past reactions.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). Old
relationships or patterns may reoccur.
Emotional wisdom and life lessons can
be-learned by contacting past friends or
lovers. Creative ideas, new declarations
of love or delightful romantic
suggestions will arrive.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Longterm relationships will provide a new or
different understanding. Social triangles,
old fears or past disagreements may be
more complex than imagined. Work
relations will be mildly strained.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). Watch for
a difficult relationship to enter a quick,

stage of discussion or, in some cases,
open laughter. Emotions are high, but
extremely helpful. Loved ones will
openly vie for your attention and loyalty.
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19). A close
friend or family member may ask for
delicate advice. Offer wisdom but avoid
active
involvement.
Although
emotionally needy, loved ones need to
define their own terms.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). A friend
may be moody, introspective or overly
focused on recent criticism. Maintain a
safe distance. Find more creative outlets
for your energy. Extra time spent with
family or friends will bring confidence.
If your birthday is this week... avoid
financial risk or fast business decisions.
Watch for a unique assignment or project
to arrive without warning. Social and
family relations may also be affected.
After much doubt or social delay, loved
ones will now push for new promises and
passionate dedication.

11. Do you like to
celebrate
Christmas
12
months a year?
All right, sure.
So is that why you
have a Christmas
tree in your yard in

The Mirror and KRT Campus Present..
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Aries (March 21-April 20). Romantic
plans are highlighted. Expect loved ones
to openly express their needs, social
aspirations and goals. Respond with
warmth and honest enthusiasm. This is
not a good time to withhold emotions.
Taurus (April 21-May 20). Work
agreements or projects will bring quick
results. A close friend or relative will be
moody or doubtful of their abilities.
Offer encouragement. Loved ones are
now vulnerable to self-criticism.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Romantic
or family discussions are accented.
Expect relationships to deepen. Your
social awareness, insight and judgment

February?
The Christmas tree is just the laziness
between my housemates to drag it out
of the swamp in our backyard. Have you
seen it? It's our version of landscaping.

are accurate.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Important
relationships will now expand. Expect
loved ones to be moody. This brief phase
of mild irritation will be followed by an
increase in passion, romantic attraction
or love commitments.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Social
communications are on the rise. Watch
for a close friend or relative to introduce
unique activities or friendships. This is
a time for growth and social increase.
Pace yourself for bothersome delays.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). A previously
distant friendship may offer moments of
romantic seduction. Watch for friends

CAMPUS LIFE
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Cheers S 'am.

Send in your Cheers & mirror@fairl .fairfield.edu
Boos to the Mirror today! Mail: BoxAA

To the ELITE, at least you give us
something to laugh at...to falling down
the stairs badly, and not having to go
to the hospital...to standing at a bar for
an hour and a half at some absolute
dump in New Haven, thanks for the
company DiPerna...to The New
England Patriots' Tedy BruschL.to the
Crow's Nest for throwing a party just
because it was sunny and warm...to
KFLL.to Sex and the City with box-owinc.to Nautica...to New Year's
Resolution #5...to the Claver 3
posse...to great friends being back from
Firenzc.to righty...to the mothership...to lefty...to your roommate
failing out of school...to no pilliards...to
the gym...to ladies night at the
Grape...to the naut at the tooth on
Monday...to the Pats spankin the
Steelers, Pittsburgh you suck...to
nuggets...to late night Vivarin...to
Tiffany's this Xmas...to Italian
vacations...to spring break so close...to
Prince Eric you stud...to head wops...to
smokin' bl*nts, drinkin' 40s, gettin'
money...to brother Dave cuttin those
chops...to Black Hawk Down...to Ryan
coming this Friday...to reaching the
status of "female player"...to plenty of
mitt to go around...to the FWF
marathon...to buckets of water...to Dcups...to using your id...to the newest
edition "POPS"...to sober hook-ups...to
R-diggity Dogg...to J-mutha F'n 4...to
coming back to beer in the fridge...to
lumpy...to the silver bullet...to getting
in touch with our 80's roots at 146's
party...to mofo Johnny Dice for being
enterprising enough to organize the
80's party...to my roomies at the
Dugout for helping me feel better last
Thursday...to almost winning an
intramural game...to Laura H getting
better, missed you Lux...to the Grape
bouncers & bartenders crashing our
party, and not leaving...to Stef, Caitlin,
Katie, Mary, Linds, Erin2x, Amy, Kate,
Meg I love you girls!...to Steve coming
from Boston...to 8-minute beer
runs...to having some left over for
superbowl Sunday...to Lindsay's bed,
oh so comfortable...to how funny Julie
is when she is on the phone with "her
boy"...to fuji mountain andFrankic.to
Pier 7...to Britney on SNL...to Pam
getting married...to Alysia hooking up
in Australia already...to 3 weiner dogs
on the beach...to Caitlin's return...to
Lauren B's 21st...to Amy & Cait
driving to Southport just to shower...to
Tom H...to standing in a basement for
hours holding a cute girl's hand...to
finally achieving the first goal of the
year, goodjob machine...to chillin with
people who aren't from FU...to
SoNo...to talking to the hot cop at the
Arena...to driving around on a beat
Friday and making our own party...to
incriminating yourself in the cheers
and boos section...to the noah's ark
theory...to the blessed union of
sketch...to attaining rikki rocket's
phone number...to punching and
shaving...to the World Champ Pats...to
yet another great weekend...to
hookups...to 15-0 beer pong...to dance
parties...to free pizza...to "damn you

know how to work it"...to booking our
London trip...to needing a beer in hand
to feel balanced...to the Recessior
Special...to tita...to Megs, Laura, Case>
and Katie, Happy B-day girlfriends...tc
long lost bald men...to black suede
bomber jackets...to beirut with styrc
foam cups...to the Donna...to dancing
with random boys in the street at
am...to Playmate Fear Factor...to Coa
Creek, PA...to Kostka Kegs...to the
Amish...to Victoria's Secret...to knowing
Victoria Secret...to the G-Spot (the house
of course!)...to Neal Koopmann...tc
Ackey and his variables...to Fire Marsha
class visits...to Karl Marx...to Came
Light hard pack...to revealing the secre
formulas of cools to the world...to te
nook the best spot ever...to one wile
beligerant Tuesday...to going out 5 times
a week...to porch, the coolest monkey
around...to sketchy kids with anger
management problems...to 5 ft posse...tc
the brothel...to late-night ruit...tc
enjoying every single day because we
are sadly at the end...to Tigers on Sunda>
nights and late night groupies...to if yov
want to get with me, with no money, ot
no...to the Pats, you deserved it...tc
Beantown, a first rate city...to Kells anc
Pomyrk...to NE cheerleaders...to getting
a job...to spring break just 4 weeks
away...to the boy is mine...to Sartre...tc
Camus...to Gide...to Voltaire...to the
fourth estate...to Kostka kegs...to Claver
kegs...to the Athena...to kissing bears...tc
videotaping...to not being abroad ii
London...to bizarro skurk...to he-pulledher-hair...to beel picareeL.to the super
bowl party in J428...to playing gc
fish...to Lynn for transferring from UI
(sadly a mistake, the Ghetto is mud
more fun than the beach)...to the girls ir
J419...to getting a letter from Alysia ir
Australia...to Virginia getting waaaastec
(yeah four a's, that wasted) at the Blue
Tooth... to CO'C's revival back into the
scene, we really missed yaL.to Lauren'
21st b-day...to the "wet dream party"...tc
Cleveland...to who has the "big heart':
on...to "poor dan"...to LEAR..to getting
Chinese food when you're starving...tc
Erika in the wheelchair...to the Torch
leading the way at Lantern Point...to the
snacks at the senior award thing...tc
friends being there when you neec
them...to parents that listen...to 'Risk)
Business'...to rockin' in the 80's...tc
taking time to relax second semester
senior year...to the Patriots - the greates
team ever!...to going to the police line
up this weekend for the people whe
broke the Loudhouse window...to Gregg
S. and Brendan R., you guys are the
greatest!...to the ToolBox for giving us
their beirut table for the night...tc
Monkey-san...to smokin' weed in the
streets without cops harassin'...to stil
livin' for today, in these last days of
time...to "That's disgraceful, Gene!"...tc
Karl Marx...to Kofi Annan...to Pai
Wellstone...to Ralph Nader...to raising
the fist...to the UN...to Jeffre)
Wigand...to Lowell Bergman...to Andre
Gidc.to existentialism...to Sinn Fein...tc
Timmy...to Bradlec.to "Mike! Try Mr
Wallace"...to Kostka kegs...to "Attica
Attica!"...to Telly Savales...to "D.
loves kids!"...to socialism...to Francois
Mitterand...to Candidc.to reason

to the Fishbowl girls, how fast can you
say "1-800-TOW ME?"...to waiting by
the phone...to dreading Valentine's Day
every year...to Carrie breaking up with
Aidan...to reading in the same position,
day in and day out...to confused
relationships...to only a few months
left...to the girls that leave their garbage
in front of our garbage bins...to the
Chastity Wing...to hooking up with
recruits...to boys you hook up with
pretending not to know you...to going
back to Cali, we'll miss you...to the
sophomore baseball players...to drunken
crushes...to thick thighed cheerleaders...
to the tigers in the den, come out 'n
play!...to our SI20,000 FU vacation
being over...to Clifford the Big Red
Dog...to being broke...to Oops! I crapped
my pants...to not getting totally drunk
and still gettin' no tush...to being too
exhausted to get my sip on...to 2 am
prank phone calls...to not catching mad
wops alia cabeza...to crumbs in my
bed...to Friday classes...to Onge instead
of Angc.to head bobbers...to roidheads...to a person who is obsessed with
mirrors blow-dryers and make-up—you
are a guy, act like it...to beat girls who
have nothing better to do than talk sh*t
about people all the time, we don't sweat
you—you guys in a nut shell just plain
suck...to the hockey team...to the lax
team...to freshmen who think they are
the @#i+ because they have their own
cars on campus and back them in, get a
life...to ugly freshman girls looking for
any @S$ they can get...to people who
can't be honest with themselves...to too
much Carlo R...to being forced to turn
asexual...to not having a "light" at
all...spring break being the first week in
March...to Gordon and Courtney...to
"rum challenges"...to being pale...to the
soph mackin on my man, "the boy is
mine"...to the "machine" for not
stopping by...to people who don't know
what spooning is...to guys eating all our
food, thanks boys...to Weiss soaking our
apartment with the sink sprayer...to
pillaging my house of anything
containing alcohol...to many failed
attempts of taping someone to a bed. ..to
the walk of shame...to not making a
bet...to no sleep...to no motivation...to
stolen burr cans...to loads of work...to
no more snacks...to really pink lips...to
"the elite," who are you, where'd you
come from, and how much ya bench-go
away!...to Subway...to the scumbags
who stole Jackie's camera...to the fuzzy
pink hat girl, get a room...to freshman,
learn your role...to nosiy neighbors...to
Sky Vodka and soul purging...to 11 hour
shifts...to the scary gym guy...to
Laqueeda...to the Troll...to all the
Campus Life columns being cut this
week...to people who think they're a
Staggering Genius...to bad movie
quotes...to yelling at the Mirror...to JB
moving on...to broken ATMs...to no film
in the Fax...to a bad mix...to Residence
Life...to the Loyola 2 bathroom...to
broken glass on the floor...to no cell
service in my room...to broken eds on
the floor...to broken candy machines in
the Apartments...to too much space in
this section...to not being able to use my
season tickets...to only 20 pages...to
capitalism...to the broken chair...to the

&

most ridiculously jingoistic pre-game
show in Superbowl history...to big
words...to map making...to Boos that go
over peoples head...to the middle
finger...to the last Boo...to Anthrax...to
Lucas the Stag...to a free-market
economy...to hostility...to Squanto...to
Torquemada...to Dr. Pangloss...to
Anthony Hopkins...to the World
Economic Forum...to cults...to Thomas
Sandefur...to Wednesday and not going
out...to playing hard to get, give it
up...to art history geeks...to sucky
bf's...to rainy days...to annoying
roommates...to elites trying to get your
boy, too bad I got him...to no Britney
Spears half-time show...to inservicc.to
group process...to residence hall
feud...to boys who just don't get it...to
not being 21 yet...to roommates who
have boyfriends...to sleeping on park
benches, who does that?...to finding the
balls to ask him out, only to find out he
has a girlfriend...to singly-ply toilet
paper in the bathrooms...to
Pennsylvania...to 6 foot 8 inch parking
garages...to Fulbright selection
committees...to textbook readings...to
not speaking your mind... to time that
flies...to Skip the mahopac god...to
Sped...to #17 on the lax team...to the
people who broke the Loudhouse
window, we know who you are! Pay
up and you won't get arrested...to guess
what? the cops said you can be arrested
on suspicion - if you pay us we won't
turn your sorry aSSes in...to the person
in the white car who got out and threw
a full beer can in TH 87's window at
2am (the window's fixed, you'll be a
loser for life, so we guess the universe
is balanced)...to late Tuesday nights...to
filling all of these columns... to making
the small changes in layout week in and
week out...to arguing with friends...to
not being able to express yourself
adequately in writing...to Ethan's sode
pile...to Frank Bogarting both of the
lemonades...to
Soriano...to
Consuela...to capitalism...to Thatcherite
monetarists...to RUC collusion...to the
Red Hand defenders...to Ian Paisely...to
the World Economic Forum...to the
Davos conference...to soft leads...to
Helen Caparelli...to Kluster...to
Hewitt...to Dr. Pangloss...to Alexander
Pope...to Jacques Chirac...to Alexander
Haig...to Barronc.to capitalism...to a
free market economy...to Jerry
Bruckheimer...to incompetent little
fingers...to cutting the guts out of my
piece...to getting your penis stuck in a
vaccuum cleaner...to Sean not knowing
Hewitt's lines...to cowardly Long
Islanders...to "You are a fanatic, an
anarchist!"...to do-little presidents...to
the elite...to slave labor...to orange
juice...to Mike for being with Don on
this one...to RUC Collusion, again...to
SEC filings being public...to Jeffrey
Wigand's halucinatory mural...to big
tobacco...to big sugar...to tomacco...to
"we are in the sugar delivery
business"...to "light it up, put it in your
mouth, you're gonna get your fix"...to
B & W smear campaigns...to Ja-Bo!!!
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The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for
content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of
obscenities and personal attacks, and should contain correct and
factual information.
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[editorial]

Go to the light
If you are a member of the class of 2005, you ought
to read this, in fact, you ought to read each and every
piece of information that is currently swirling around
you which relates to the Ignatian Residential College.
This college will afford one of the most unique and
thought-provoking opportunities for education that this
university will offer next year. As Frs. Regan and Mayzik
rightfully expressed last week to The Mirror's editorial
board, a person's four years at a university are a period
of self-discovery and too often this discovery is conducted without sufficient metaphorical light.
The program is an attempt to facilitate as many
people as possible in the illumination of life's possibilities within this process of self-discovery. The goal of
the new Ignatian College is to develop a community, to
grow as such and benefit both the individual and the
entire student-body beyond the concrete walls of the
college's home in Loyola.
Relying upon a diversity of world-views expressly
for the educational benefit of its members, the community will provide both in-classroom and extracurricular
opportunities for personal development. It is the hope
of the directors that these opportunities will consist of
prominent and interesting speakers and potential trips
to the resources available at the university's doorstep in
New York City and Yale University.
The IRC may be able to foster that sense of community that it hopes to develop. The only requirement that
the college asks is that they participate in a small group
meeting throughout the year, a more than reasonable request for the fortunate residents that will have access to
these planned opportunities.
It is the nature of such a generous grant from the
Lilly Endowment that upperclassmen may wish that they
had this same opportunity. However, it must be noted
that this college may benefit the entire university community for years to come. This college has the potential
to benefit next year's sophomore class in perhaps an indescribable way.
Though it may seem cliched, if any program can help
an individual develop into a more complete person, it
would be very worthwhile. The new Ignatian Residential College has the potential to do this for a substantial
number of the class of 2005.
So. class of 2005, you may or may not decide to
participate in this new college. However, in the spirit of
an educational lifestyle, you ought to at least gather as
much information as possible and make the most enlightened decision.

The editorial represents the opinion of the
majority of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu

Faculty, administrators
To the Editor:
Your editorial "The Silence
of the Scam" (January 31,2002)
raises some interesting questions
regarding the appropriateness
and the timing of an institutional
response to the Enron debacle.
But before Fairfield University
denounces either the alleged
practices of the auditing firm of
Arthur Andersen or its CEO,
Fairfield alumnus Joseph
Berardino '72, consider the following.
You write: "Like Richard
Nixon nearly 30 years ago,
Berardino must also realize that
this scandal will ultimately appear at his door." Given what I
have read and seen on television
in recent weeks, I can only conclude that Mr. Berardino is all
too aware of this realization.
Since you mention Richard
Nixon, it might be well to recall
the "buzz" phrases that resounded so loudly each day
throughout the Watergate hearings, "What did he know?" and
"When did he know it?" In the

weeks ahead, congressional investigators, federal regulators,
and scads of attorneys in both
criminal and civil proceedings
will be exploring those questions, undoubtedly leaving no
stone unturned.
Prior to learning their conclusions and the verdicts of the
respective courts, one can only
hope that Fairfield would afford the firm of Arthur
Andersen and Mr. Berardino in
particular both the presumption
of innocence and the right to
due process as guaranteed by
the constitution. It would be
most unfortunate if the university were to lay aside all sense
of critical thinking and fairness
and impugn or destroy the
reputation of a distinguished
alumnus only to find out that
before becoming CEO, Mr.
Berardino, who was an
Andersen partner in New York,
was unaware of the doings in
the Houston office of his Chicago based firm. Furthermore
what if, after issuing a self righ-

teous condemnation, one was to
learn that in his relatively brief
time as CEO, Mr. Berardino did
in fact try to correct the alleged
malfeasance in his firm and assert significant ethical leadership?
. Perhaps the Mirror's rush
to judgment is a bit premature.
I am happy that no press releases have come out of
Fairfield simply to capture a
moment on the media's bandwagon. From my few brief conversations with Mr. Berardino
and in light of the opinions of
those whom I know and respect
who know him quite well, I
have every reason to believe
that he is an individual of the
highest integrity and ethical
character. I plan to maintain that
opinion until due process runs
its course and the facts prove
otherwise.

To the Editor:
I have had the pleasure of
knowing Joseph Berardino,
managing partner and CEO of
Arthur Andersen for over 15
years. For several of those years,
he personally came to campus to
recruit students for Andersen. I
always found him to be a man
of honesty and integrity who had
the best interests of our students
at heart.
So it was with great disappointment that I read the personal attacks on him in The Mirror. I wish the editor had spent
more time finding out who Joe
Berardino really is.
His editorial, that says, "A
member of Fairfield's Board of
Trustees has brought a great
cloud over our 200 acres. Where
is the outrage?" is based on assumptions that attack his character while proving nothing.
Let me tell you about the Joseph Berardino I know. He is a
hard-working, honest and caring
person who worked his way to
the top of Arthur Andersen during a 29-year career. Just over a
year ago, he was named CEO,
and what was one of the first
things he did? In an interview
with the Chicago Tribune, he
touted Jesuit education and
Fairfield University, because he
believes in them. In April, he

made the time to come to campus to give the keynote address
for students being inducted into
the business honor society, and
then stayed on to talk with students about their future careers.
He truly honors his commitment to his alma mater and
cares about our students.
As CEO of Andersen, Joe
Berardino heads a global executive team that manages
85,000 employees who work in
390 offices in 84 countries.
Now, out of those 390 offices
worldwide, the Houston office
handled the Enron debacle terribly wrong. Who said so? Joe
Berardino. "What was done
was not in keeping with the values and heritage of this firm,"
he said. "It was wrong. There's
no other word for it."
Concerned, as I knew he
would be, for the 85,000 employees who work for
Andersen (including some stellar Fairfield graduates), he told
the Chicago media, "The
85,000 people of Andersen are
appalled by what happened.
They are disappointed and angry. And they want you to
know that this is not their
Andersen. We will deal with
those involved in this. We will
be fair, but we will deal with
this. We are going to hold

people accountable. And we
will make it clear that this behavior will not be tolerated."
I have been talking with my
students about this awful mess.
This is, I believe, a turning point
in the accounting profession.
We need idealistic men and
women who will not back away
from the challenges and questions the Enron collapse raises,
but who will help to make the
needed changes. I count Joe
Berardino among that group.
Just one year into his tenure as
CEO, his company has been
knocked off course by events
that were years in the making.
I would never wish that a friend
be put in this situation, but I
have to tell you, I feel good
knowing that someone with
Joe's integrity is there to help
right the ship.
When Joe Berardino testified before Congress recently,
he said, "Andersen will not hide
from its responsibilities." With
Joe at the helm you can be sure
of that.
I truly believe that this is a
time for us to support Joe with
our words, actions and prayers.

Sincerely,
Thomas J. Regan, S.J.
Professor of Philosophy

Sincerely,
Suzanne Lyngaas
Professor of Accounting
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respond to Fairfield-Andersen Link
To the Editor:
Whenever I read an absurd attempt
at opinion journalism like Jan 24,2002's
"Enron Hypocrisy and FU" by Frank
Washkuch or last week's editorial, "The
Silence of the Scam," I always go
through the same debate - ignore it, recognizing that most people probably
didn't read it anyway and most of those
who did surely saw through it, or write
some kind of "letter to the editor" urging higher standards of journalism. Of
course, in this case the piece was written by the editor. Nevertheless, since
this is an educational institution, we
can't afford to give up.
The Jan 24 piece strings together
references to benefactors of the university, facilities named in recognition of
their support, Fairfield's mission as a
Jesuit and Catholic institution, Enron,
alumnus and Arthur Andersen CEO Joe
Berardino and, by innuendo, charges
just about everybody with hypocrisy
and the University with a failure in commitment to its mission because it named
some buildings after its benefactors.
The real failure is not to be found
in Fairfield's commitment to the mission, but in the writer's rant and the totally unsuccessful search for a simple
sequitur, a semblance of logic, or more
importantly, giyen his protestations, any
evidence of a genuine appreciation of
Jesuit values and how they might apply
to whatever issues he thinks he is ad-

dressing, however unable he is to articulate them.
The same kind of sloppy thinking,
indirect but totally unjustified accusations
and misunderstandings of Jesuit and
Catholic values as they relate to the university in this context pervade last week's
editorial. With specific regard to Joe
Berardino, barely in the job a year, does
anyone who is paying attention really
question that he is addressing his
company's role in the
Enron affair with
'i^m
courage and integrity? His initiative to
ask former Federal
Reserve Board Chairman Paul Volcker to lead an oversight
panel at Andersen is a bold move that
speaks for itself.
Fortunately, having worked with
university benefactors and trustees for
more than 26 years, I know that despite
the deficiencies of these pieces, they will
continue to believe in the ultimate power
of a Fairfield education: to help students
aggressively pursue facts, analyze them
critically, draw logical, defensible conclusions and then, in the context of Jesuit values, act on these conclusions with
integrity and justice for all concerned.

To the Editor:
In their rush to condemn alumnus
Joseph Berardino, and the university's
administration, The Mirror's editors
employed the very duplicity and obfuscation they so readily—and thoughtlessly—assigned to the aforementioned
(Silence of the Scam, Jan. 31.) In so doing, they fail not only their readers, but
the basic tenets of both sound journalism and liberal education.
Opinion is just
that—opinion. But
when it appears in print,
the words reflecting that
opinion can acquire an
incomparable power to
influence the thoughts and actions of
those who read them.
It is for this reason alone that journalistic opinion should be backed by
thorough research, the consequent
knowledge secured from that research
and, finally, careful thought. These components are sorely lacking in this instance.
To suggest that Berardino is shrugging off his company's possible improprieties is both inaccurate and untrue. To
assign comparison between Berardino
and Richard Nixon, against whom the
empirical evidence is overwhelming that
he knowingly lied his way through a
national scandal and sought to compromise the American Constitution, is not
only unfortunate but sadly pathetic.

ANDERSEN

Sincerely,
George E. Diffley
V. P. for University Advancement

Perhaps more importantly, to propose that Fairfield fails in its mission
because of its association with Berardino
and his firm, exhibits a distressing ignorance of this Jesuit institution and the role
the private sector willingly plays in advancing higher education in our nation.
Although numerous facts in what
has been revealed and admitted to date
in the Enron affair are easily accessable,
the editors of The Mirror have elected
to ignore them, crafting instead a baseless argument designed to fuel controversy rather than a well reasoned consideration of an important topic in
today's news.
Inherent in any organization, be it
an accounting firm or a university, is the
desire to meet the goals and ambitions it
sets for itself. In Fairfield's case these
are articulated eloquently in its Mission
Statement, a portion of which states "...
The liberally educated person is able to
assimilate and organize facts, to evaluate knowledge, to identify issues, to use
appropriate methods of reasoning, and
to convey conclusions persuasively in
written and spoken word". Relative to
student journalism at Fairfield, it is clear
there is yet much work to do.
Sincerely,
Fredric C. Wheeler
Associate V. P. Development

Qy estttom of tte W«te
Was The Mirror too critical concerning Berardino and F. U.'s silence?
by Amy Torchen & Virginia Meade
"I don't think they were out of
line, but should we blacklist
every graduate who has done
something wrong? Acceptance
andforgiveness are part of the
Catholic ideal."

"Freedom of speech, that s
all I gotta'say. "

Amanda Betz, '02

- Sam Mekrut, '02

'Wo. / think because we 're a
Jesuit school, we should
focus on the ethical side of
issues, not legal."
- Justin Palamara, '02

"Absolutely, they provided no
facts to the situation. It was
based solely on opinion and
speculation."
- Ed Hertwig, '02

1 2
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HE saU... She saU
Ro(e* versus Realty
In response to concern from members of the Fairfield University community, we would like to clarify the position of the He Said/She Said column
and 20 Questions segment for the week
of Jan 24 and any subsequent columns.
We would also like to clarify and dispel any rumors that may have generated resulting from that publication.
The purpose of a column is either
to inform, persuade or entertain. He
Said/She Said is placed in the Commentary section for a reason; it is purely
opinion, not fact. As the writers of the
column, we approach any topic with the
intent to humor the reader. Our job is
to amuse our fellow classmates with
comical and satirical situations. Our
column is not a creed for the reader to
follow nor is it a guide for a person to
live their life by. We do not force anyone to read our column; it is a conscious
decision left to the individual.
Writing the He said/She said column requires us to carry out the roles
prescribed by the piece. Generally, the
"He Said" character is a male chauvin-

ist and the "She Said" character is a
feminist. These are our roles for the
paper and not our reality. We would
hope that people who do not know us
personally do not pass judgements on
us and also realize that this column is
not indicative upon the student body.
Unfortunately this has already occurred, which has put The Mirror and
us in an uncomfortable situation.
We decided to take on the He Said/
She Said roles in the hope of making
an interesting column. We would like
to emphasize the roles, are extreme, ridiculous, and simply not us. We have
had a lot of fun teaming up every week
and trying to make students laugh, but
unfortunately we have offended faculty
in the process. We will continue to write
the He said/She said column in the future but try to cater to a more sensitive
audience.
Sincerely,
Maria DeRuccio, '02
Kevin Estela, '02

Kevin and Maria are
good friends - honest!

COMMENTARY
[ letters to the editor continued...]

Mirror drops the ball
To the Editor:
I had to read this week's edition of
The Mirror cover to cover twice before
I could actually believe it. Just one week
after an editorial praising the steps the
university has taken to increase appreciation of diversity on campus, there was
not a single article on any of the previous week's Martin Luther King celebrations.
I want to thank the members of the
University Community (students, faculty,-and administration) for helping to
make Fairfield a better and more diverse
place, by attending all of the events on
campus last week. I would like to thank
them, because they were there on
Wednesday afternoon when vendors
from around the area came into the BCC
to set up booths for the cultural market
place. They were there that evening for
a forum on the "Works of Patricia J. Williams" which turned into an enlightening discourse for both the students and
faculty who attended. They were there
on Thursday when the only MacArthur
Scholar to ever come to Fairfield University delivered with unprecedented
scholasticism the Spring Convocation
and Martin Luther King Celebration
Keynote Address. They were at the

School of Business bright and early on
Friday morning to greet one hundred
Bridgeport area Middle School aged
children at the Martin Luther King Jr.
Youth Leadership and Awareness Workshop. They were there to enjoy the exciting entertainers and delicious foods
from around the world on Saturday night
at the week is closing ceremony, the
Unity Ball.
The people who truly care about
diversity on this campus were there last
week. Where were you? These events
are meaningless unless people care about
them. Your lack of attendance, and more
importantly your lack of coverage, simply goes to prove that for all of the
lipservice The Mirror pays to issues like
this, The Mirror itself is still a part of
the problem. It is obvious that The Mirror truly does not care, if it did there
would be more than a page 2 picture of
one of the Vision Award recipients. The
Mirror showed its lack of dedication not
only to diversity on this campus, but to
the life and work of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.
Sincerely,
Kristin Yochum '02

I Want my claSSeS (I pay for them)

Is there a "glass ceiling?"
To the Editor:
While the issue of the "Glass Ceiling" (Jan 24) is vital to Fairfield University and contemporary society, the
article's narrow scope fails to represent
contemporary feminist thought. Kate
Rickard egregiously errs in her attempt
to portray the Fairfield University community as a male dominated fraternity.
Rickard quotes authoritative female
faculty to seemingly disprove her point.
While she recognizes that the vice presidential positions should be filled with
competent and experienced people, she
does not give statistics as to when the
acting vice presidents were hired. The
acting vice presidents could have been
hired prior to the presence of women in
the academic circuits.
Rickard asserts, "But there is one
thing that hasn't changed with the times;
the overwhelming dominance of males
in decision making roles on campus."
The 'times' that Rickard has so simply
referred to; what are they? According
to the preceding paragraph, they would
be applied to the last year. In this 'time,'
the university hired Dr. Jeanne Novotny

as the dean of the School of Nursing.
The subsequent lines or her article go
on to sight the change in procedure with
regards to the position of the presidency
being opened across gender lines. The
times have changed and are continuing
to change.
The article asserts that there is no
female student representation. Can university administration be accused of
suppressing female political participation? Rickard identifies the student
body as being comprised of 55 precent
female, and yet, fails to recognize the
political power of such a group, as if
there is some sort of conspiracy against
females at Fairfield University.
Certainly, no one in the Fairfield
community can disregard the issues that
Rickard raises, however, one can take
issue with the insinuating and callous
tone of her article. The individual quotations of four students does not represent the majority of Fairfield students
and their collective opinion.
Sincerely,
Kevin Sullivan '04

To the Editor:
. When I hear people discuss what an
excellent English program Fairfield University has, I laugh quietly to myself.
Granted, Fairfield is a fine academic
school and the students who attend the
school are intelligent human beings. One
of the reasons I chose Fairfield was because of the size relative to the faculty.
Fairfield is small enough so it has no
need to have teacher assistants instructing a class by themselves. In every class
I will take in the future, I would like to
expect to get a teacher who not only challenges us, but also cares about their students and want to see them develop their
minds. This was clearly not the case last
semester in my English class.
Keep in mind that I love having the
occasional cancelled class just as much
as the next student and probably even
more. However, too much of a good
thing is never healthy. At one point during the semester, we did not have a class
for two weeks. In addition normally a
teacher will inform the students of the
cancellation in advance. Doing so helps
the students plan their schedules accordingly. However, an unannounced cancellation can be terribly inconvenient, as
was the case on the last day of classes
before Thanksgiving vacation.
A week earlier, I had specifically
asked our teacher if we would have class
on the following Tuesday. The teacher
said yes we would, saying that we could
not afford to miss any more classes. Lo
and behold, when I showed up to the
classroom for the class at 3:30, there was
a note on the door saying class had been
cancelled. If we were told in advance,
then I could have left for home a solid
hour earlier and quite possibly missed
the traffic jam on 1-95. The lack of class
time left disorder and confusion between
the students and the teacher. It was obvious the teacher did not finish the required curriculum for the semester. Even

on the rare occasion we did have class,
we certainly did not make the most of
our class time. The teacher was not always prepared, at one point spending 20
minutes of class time searching through
her folders to find our recently graded
papers. Class was often let out early because the teacher obviously wanted to
go home just as much as the students. In
essence, the class was a waste of the students' time, me included, and our parents' money.
The inefficiency of the class time
made it hard for me and the rest of the
students to take our teacher seriously. I
looked forward to the day when we were
given the chance to evaluate her teaching skills. Unfortunately, that day never
came in our English class. It was ironic
that the teacher who by far needed the
most critiquing out of my other teachers
for the semester was the one teacher who
did not give us an evaluation. If somebody would like to inform me why this
occurred, please let me know as soon as
possible.
This is not the only case where the
English teacher decided to play hooky.
Sophomores at this school have complained about the same teacher. Another
sophomore had another English teacher,
but who also pulled the same disappearing act without informing the students.
Finally, I have yet to find a fellow freshman who thinks they have an English
teacher who makes them a better writer.
Despite all this, I think overall
Fairfield University is a superb school
academically. That is a big reason why I
chose this school-because I knew I
would receive a top quality education.
However, something must be done to the
English department. The school needs to
thoroughly examine these teachers and
root out the bad apples.
Sincerely,
Kurt Heinold '05

COMMENTARY
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[ from the editor]

Editorials Mirror our opinion
Editorials calling for the resignation
of Fairfield alumnus and trustee Joseph
Berardino. Headlines declaring that his
testimony in front of Congress was less
than accurate. Letters to the editor comparing the Arthur Andersen CEO to a kid
reaching his hand into a suddenly empty
cookie jar.
None of the aforementioned has
appeared in The Mirror.
However, in letters to the editor
from university vice presidents appearing this week, The Mirror's editorials
and individual columns have been called
thoughtless, unresearched, ignorant, pathetic, unbacked and strongly opinionated. Sadly, nothing could be further
from the truth.
I assure you, this newspaper's editorial board takes its responsibilities very
seriously. In the past year, The Mirror
has tackled tougher and more important

stories than ever before,
such as gender diversity
• •
among university administrators, spending on athletic programs
and the divisive issue of "merit pay." But
with a better and more investigative
newspaper, also comes more critical editorials, columns and opinion articles.
Recently, Mirror editorials have challenged readers to ponder more cutting
issues, such as Fairfield's current lack
of diversity arid the ethics of a Jesuit
university trying to keep its head above
water in the 21st Century. As for last
week's editorial, there had been a great
deal of soul searching by the editorial
board about Berardino before coming to
a conclusion on the content of the piece.
Needless to say, the editorial, like any
other opinion, is not written with the intention of making every member of the
university happy, but to state an informed

wis one
and were not ahone on thh
stance on an issue.
Nor is The Mirror alone in its criticism of Fairfield's newly-famous alum.
The Denver Post ran an editorial entitled
"Fall on your sword, Joe" to figuratively
call for Berardino's resignation as the
chief executive of Anderson. The Wall
Street Journal, not exactly a bastion of
anti-capitalist sentiment, has quoted
sources claiming that Berardino's recent
Congressional testimony was inaccurate
at certain points. This being said, there
is absolutely nothing appalling about a
Fairfield's student newspaper questioning the business ethics of Berardino.
The Mirror has succeeded in creating a forum for students, faculty, administrators and staff to express their feel-

ings about campus issues within its commentary section. Members of the university community, and even concerned
town residents, have had their opinions
aired through this medium. After reading editorial and commentary, the reader
can read the official opinion of the T/ie
Mirror, as well as responses sent by readers, and come to his own conclusion after hearing both accounts.
It is not only the right, but an obligation, for newspapers to take a stand
on controversial issues. In recent weeks,
this newspaper has done so proudly, both
in its editorials and columns. The Mirror will continue to do so.
Frank Washkuch '02
Editor in Chief

Cheer on Bush's America, or else
proper, to sell their services (mostly dotcoms and beer). Then I saw the new antiEver since Sept. 11, America has drug campaign. If you use drugs, you
been big on Patriotism. Not flying a flag are supporting the terrorists, is essenfrom every window of
tially the mesyour car? What's wrong
sage.
And
with you? You must be a
suddenly the
witch! Burn the witch!
scales
fell
Burn the ... sorry, wrong
from my eyes,
time period, same idea.
and I realized
It's just the right thing - the
the fundamenpopular thing - to wave
tal component
that flag and be a patriot,
of that corpoand to not do so would be
rate feeling
suspect.
that permeated
Shortly after the tragthis patrioedy of Sept. 11,1 began to
tism.
notice a somewhat oily
Here are
corporate nature to that payour terrorists.
triotism that I just couldn't
You may conput my finger on. It's like
sider them
when something goes bad
your carrot.
in your fridge, and you
The stick that
can't find the damned
it is tied to is
photo: AP
thing so you have to smell
being altereverything in there till you find the cul- nately held by corporate America, or by
prit. During the Superbowl, I watched the executive branch of our government
as commercial after commercial ex- (which with the Enron fiasco implies
ploited either the tragedy, or the nation those two may be closely wedded). Now
BY CHAD PUCLOWSKI

Online poll results:
Question: After President Bush's speech on
Tuesday, what is the state of the Union?

mmm %

to put the stick into action:
If you do drugs, the terrorists win.
If you don't buy a new Ford Explorer with low interest rates and no payments for a year, the terrorists win.
If you don't use Monster.com, the
terrorists win.
If you don't drink Budweiser, the
terrorists win.
If you don't shop at WalMart for
their low, low prices, the terrorists win.
If you don't approve Bush's tax
break at the expense of Social Secuirty,
the terrorists win.
If you don't drape the naked statues
at the Department of Justice in blue cloth,
the terrorists win.
If you demand Cheney hand over
Enron related documents to the Genral
Acconting Office, the terrorists win.
If you don't dergulate big business
so they can hurl their trash into the environment and improve their profit margins, the terrorists win.
If you don't buy Sir Paul
McCartney's new single, Freedom, the
terrorists win.
Corporate greed and a Republican
agenda wrap themselves up in the Ameri-

can flag and call themselves patriotism,
and the American public eats it up. Our
new generation of Pavlovian proteges
(read: marketing and PR) have outdone
their master. All he could do was get his
dogs to salivate upon ringing a bell.
They have got us to buy things we don't
need, and accept agendas we wouldn't
have in the past at only the mention of
the imagery or words of patriotism.
Let's not forget the terrorists either,
because they are the duality that drives
this machine's armature. Buying that
palm pilot isn't stopping the terrorists,
and rolling that joint isn't helping them.
If you want to stop the terrorists, you
may consider taking the money you were
going to put on that new stereo you don't
need, but feel compelled to buy, and
dropping it into a collection jar for hunger cleanup. You may, the more daring
of you, go venture into Bridgeport and
help out at various community service
opportunities.
Or, you can continue being corporate automatons. Wave that flag, with
your glazed over expression, and buy
your consumer goods, because otherwise
the terrorists win.

Available ONLY @
www. FairjteldMirror. com

"Never been stronger," as Dubya said.

In a year, normalcy will return.

mHHmm 39 %
The economy is in deep trouble, especially in light of the
Enron scandal.
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29 %

This week's question: What are your
Valentine s Day plans?

N*

*Greg Reardon's comical rantings
*Mike Theile's "Real Deal"
*the always great "Online Column"
*Sports updates

*And much much much
(much) more!
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One students recount of a weeki

patients and workers. The
other two programs where-"
Why didn't I stay home? I miss •we split our time during
my washing machine, my perfumed our trip only accepted
body lotion, and lounging around my boys, because of tffe
house, I thought as I walked down the social conditions inJHalti.
steep,'stony hill away from our hotel,
Girls in Haiti are
dodging huge, holes, cars, and mounds generally sold* to other
of garbage, allelements that inhabited families as "restaveks,"
the street at.the same time.;
(meaning "to; stay with"),
1 was in the middle .'qf Haiti,, a third to essentially act as house
world country, for crying out loud. It slaves. rWtoile a life on the
was my Winter Recess, my time that I streetsis not desirable by
could be using to rest and do absolutely any means, this is at least
nothing before classes began again.
an option to males and
But it Was a time that I, along with offers them a bit of
four other students from Fairfield, used freedom
and
to partake in a weeklong Global independence, while girls
Outreach program sponsored by are virtually enslaved by
Campus Ministry. Acpitslomed td-ihe other families, In this
same time zone as my family; -friends respect, it was nice to see
arid everyday life, my reality for that these little girls at the
Photo: Collin Lee
week was drastically different from Asile in general, but to Fairfield students stroll with their new Haitian friends
anything 1 have known.
also see them working at
The small portable alarm clock had an established place that wouldn't for Tet. He had such a contagious giggle, only because of their economic and
woken me up at 6 that morning, before exploit them.
I laughed along with him. Each time he social standing. They were stared at,
the sun had completely risen, but after
Like the older patients, all the peeped, I was filled with such a powerful harassed, one boy's head was even
the city lights and electricity of Cap children here were so excited to see our sense of accomplishment and happiness smacked up against a passing pick up
Haitian had already been turned off to group, and were fascinated by anything that I could transform a downcast Jittle truck as we walked them down the street.
conserve energy
We walked with at least one boy at
we brought boy into a giggling child.
during the day.
with us, even
After our work at the Asile, we each side, their arms around us. In the
GroggilyT had
something as walked down the streets of Cap Haitian, face of opposition, these children would
put my muddy
minute as a and were met with cold stares from the grasp our hands a little tighter, but would
clothes back on,
watch. They passing villagers. The air was filled with hold their heads a little higher when
which were still
grabbed the the sound of small exclamations of walking with us. We gave them
damp from the
sunglasses "Blanc! Blanc!" ("White! White!"), as confidence because we showed them
rain and the
off my head, the passing children would point and that we believed in them, and they gave
sweat the day
the watch smile and laugh at us. Some children us confidence because we could feel the
before, and I
from
my didn't know what to do with our presence love they had for us.
began to ready
wrist,
if and would stare wide-eyed at us passing,
At the end of the week as I was
myself for a full
only
to but would giggle and sheepishly smile returning home to JFK airport, where the
day.
lights in that one port outnumber those
investigate when we waved at them.
We headed
them and
Later that day we attended 13th in all of Cap Haitian, the question that
in the direction
then parade Street, a program run by Andy Schulteis had plagued me at the beginning of my
of the Asile, a
around the and Doug Perlitz, who is a Fairfield trip and my story was surely answered.
hospital shelter
grounds with graduate and has been working in Haiti Nothing that I could have done in that
established by
it, as a token for the last six years. It offers an week at home would have filled me with
the Brothers of
of
being opportunity for street boys to shower, eat, the same sense of awareness,
Kristen De,ane and Tet
the Poor to care
y
cool. The and attend an afternoon school, because accomplishment, and ultimate love that
for the disabled, the very elderly, the children loved being picked up, spun they do not have the money for the the week in Haiti had. The question that
mentally handicapped—anyone who around, and given piggy-back rides like uniforms and books necessary to attend was now being asked in my head was
regular society refused to accept. There, any child, and they surrounded us, arms regular school. About 30 boys whose ages why didn't I do this sooner?
while the beds were being washed and outstretched waiting for their turn.
range from 8 to 20 years old attend the
linens changed, the elderly people
One boy, who the children 13th Street program.
Global Outreach offers a
would sit on the porch and recite along nicknamed Tet (meaning "Head" in
While we knew no Creole and our
weeklong service opportunity in
with the overhead speaker the morning French), simply sat in a white wooden French was limited, we were able to help
either Ecuador or Haiti, and the
prayer, would mingle with each other, chair, head downcast and arms falling the boys in their classes with math and
Haiti trip was run by Father Paul
and open their hands for us to shake as over the side. His head was significantly drawing and whatever else we could
Carrier and Collin Lee of Campus
we approached.
larger than the other children due to a communicate.
Ministry. It was attended by
While the boys in my Outreach disease he had. He looked so lonely that
seniors Kristen Delaney, Kevin
These boys are called "sanguine" by
group were selected to wash the older I went over to him, and knowing that the the local people, which translates into
O'Donnell, Denise Kelly,
patients, I was allowed to play with the children received a thrill out of my "ones without a soul". These boys that
Caroline Moylan, and Liz Hurley.
children of the Asile. An exciting thing sunglasses, I bent my head down for him would run up to us and hug us, that would
Haiti Day will be celebrated on
for me, as a female who is sensitive to to grab them.
bring us into their world, that would share
campus on Feb. 10th and will have
the struggles of my gender, was that
He wasn't sure what to do, so virtually all that they had with us, these
various speakers including Perlitz.
there were girls at the Asile, both as another boy came over and grabbed them boys were considered less than human
BY KRISTEN DELANEY
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Personably Acoustic
The Acoustic Cafe brings a new sound to.F&irfmld
"3'
:

ir-, . v^,
BY KRETEN DELANEY

Your hand is stamped with a blade
musk note as you pay your cover fee.
You enter a room adorned with purple
tie-died tapestries hanging behind the
small platform of a stage, photos of previous musicians who have played at the
Cafe, and guitar picks glued to the side-

K«K *««
itraum regional
rpoinnal and
and na
nayears
ago. it
It hac
has drawn
tionally known acts, in addition to local
talent Some of the headliners include Jill
Sobule, Ellis Paul, Peter Mulvey, and
Matt Nathanson.
"I wanted to build a place mat is
more the style that I like," Franzino said.
"More relaxed and more hippie. 1 was
an old hippie," he laughed.

ooen mike night
nieht in
Tuesdays are open
which Franzino said many Fairfield students partake.
"it's a great place to perform and
get your name out to the public," said
Griffin, who has played at open mike
nights with his roommate. "It has helped
me so! it's fun to go and play songs for
new people, it's always a good time at

affordlBItpricesand
an invit* With
WithaffordU
rpria
ing atmosphere, the Acoustic Cafe lives
up to its motto of "good food, good music, good vibes."
For directions and information, contact the Acoustic Cafe at 335-FOLK (or
335-3655). You could also visit their
website at: http://www.acousticafe.com.

Amy Womack

Good Food
wall.
The lighting is soft and the atmosphere warm. It is the Acoustic Cafe,
located about 10 minutes away from
campus on Fairfield Ave., in the Black
Rock section of Bridgeport. While the
Arena at Harbor Yard in Bridgeport offers the opportunity to attend large-scale
concerts when scheduled, the Acoustic
Cafe provides an inexpensive, intimate
musical experience every night. It is also
an experience that many Fairfield students have come to appreciate.
"I love that place," said
Justin Colby '02. "It carries a
certain familiarity, like the artist you are going to see is playing for you and your friends in
your living room. It's a shame
that there aren't many places
like that anymore to see an artist in that kind of intimate setting, especially without going
to the City."
"I think it is a great place
close to school that has a very
relaxed atmosphere," said John
Griffin '04. "You can listen to
some great music and not have
to worry about having a bad
seat."
Although you can order
beer and wine, Rich Franzino,
owner and founder of the Cafe
says it is not a traditional bar.
"It's a place where girls
can come and not get hit on and
still see guys" and have a drink,
Franzino said. It's not a place
where "guys drink Budweiser,
watch the game, and butt their
chests together. I've always
hated that."
Perhaps disillusioned with
the traditional local bar experience, Franzino decided to create the Acoustic Cafe and
opened it about two and a half

y

The laid back atmosphere of the
Cafe is one of its appealing draws. Along
with beer and wine, other beverages,
such as coffee, tea and chai, sandwiches
and desserts are also served.
Franzino said he wanted a place
where you could sit down and have a
beer, or drink tea, or even decide not to
order anything without "feeling weird."
In addition to the relaxed atmosphere, the Cafe offers live, original
music every night (except Mondays
when they are closed.)

the Acoustic Cafe."
Professional musicians also seem to
enjoy playing the cafe.
"The Acoustic Cafe is a great
place," said Matt Nathanson, a musician
hailing from California who has made a
stop at the Cafe twice this year on his
East Coast tour. "They're like one of the
few places in the world that are really
into musicians. Most are really into only
making money, but this place is into allowing cool people to play."
Nathanson said that the employees
of the cafe are able to
strike a balance between
making money and staying true to the music and
"doing it right."
Erin Gleason, '03,
was able to see the
Cafe's appeal in witnessing Nathahson's
performance a few
weeks ago.
"It was really cool
to see him in such as
small venue like the
Acoustic Cafe," she
said. "He interacts with
the crowd well and the
small setting really
helped."
While the musical
styles can range from
rock, to blues, to alternative country, Franzino
said the "basic music is
acoustic folk rock, like
MTV Unplugged."
Tickets can range
from $3 to $25, but the
more expensive tickets
are usually geared for
the older crowd, "more
your parent's music because they got the $25,
and you don't," said
Franzino.

February Bands
Jill Sobule
Feb. 8 @ 9pm
Pop/Acoustic/Polk
Blue in the Face Trio
Feb. 9 @ 9pm
Electric/Blues
Alejandro Escovedo
Feb. 10 @ 5pm
Folk/Acoustic
OPEN MIC NIGHT
Feb. 12 Sign up @ 7pm
Friday's Child
Feb. 15 @9pm
Folk/Rock
Lara Herscovitch
Feb. 16 @ 9pm
Folk/Salsa
OPEN MIC NIGHT
Feb. 19 Sign up @ 7pm
Tim & Eric
Feb. 22 @ 9pm
Funk/Acoustic/Electric
Fade to Black
Feb. 23 @ 9pm
Electric/Band/Rock
OPEN MIC NIGHT
Feb. 26 Sign up at /pm
Sprang-a-Lang
Feb. 27 @ 9pm
Improvisational/Jazz
Mark McKay Band
Feb. 28 @ 9pm
Rock'n roll
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Brightman, whose sales have been rising as more people discover her, released
recently a disc combining some of her
classics with new selections.
"Classics" is designed to showcase
Brightman's range of music and display
her at her best, but long-time fans will
love the new offerings that can be found
on this disc.
Much of this CD, unlike some of the
others, is more weighted at foreign language selections, but this shouldn't deter you.
Brightman's voice and the quality
of the music will be enough for you to
enjoy and the language doesn't matter
as much as the power behind many of
these pieces, such as "La Luna" and
"Nessun Dorma." A collection of her
material has been long overdue, and the
result doesn't disappoint.
This is Brightman's latest effort
since her last all-new album of material,
"La Luna," which cracked the upper levels of the Billboard Top 200 albums chart
when it was released. The label she's
on, while smaller in size, has proven that
this niche is one they won't ignore and
puts a lot of muscle behind each release.
It's a good thing, considering the state
of music today leaves so little room for
it.
With "Classics," new listeners will
get yet another chance to be introduced
to gems that hold up to the album's name.
Like Groban, Brightman's CD requires an open mind, as this is not your
normal Britney Spears, Ludacris or
Creed. But both CDs will take you to a
place where music hasn't been and you'll
discover it's a world that should have
been discovered long ago.

; :U

ft

Photo: Antic! Records

m mr The
Tues. Feb. 26, 2002
7pm - 9pm
Oak Room

mm

More

INHUKJI

SELF DEFENSE
INSTRUCTION

Sign up early for this invaluable 2-hour
seminar which will present the tools and
information to help you avoid becoming a
victim and help keep you safe.
Learn about:
Personal safety on-campus and off
Environmental awareness & street smarts
Rape prevention tactics
How to defend against an attacker using
simple techniques, body physics and
vital strike points
How everyday items can be used as
defensive tools
Limited space! Sign up early. Call Security
at 254-4090 or ext. 4090 to reserve your place.

Sponsored by Fairfield University Security.
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Familiar, boring and still revisited
The SeaGrapey "the bar where everybody knows your name"

Deserted during the day, the entrance to the Grape is flooded with students on weekend nights.
BY PAUL PARISI

As I stand here urinating into a large
porcelain tub, several questions run
through my mind. For instance, "is this
really my college bar?" And... no, actually that's the only question that is running through my mind. And to clarify
for you ladies who may not be familiar
with the tub, let me just say it's slightly
more clever than if the owner had cut a
large hole in the middle of the floor for
us to gather around and relieve ourselves.
I emerge from the bathroom and as
usual the first thing that strikes me is the

\

music. The music... is... making... me...
sleepy. I deftly shake off the urge to curl
up in a ball and fall asleep next to the
jukebox. Instead I head to the bar because as we all agree: sobriety is not the
answer to our grape-flavored problem.
As usual, I marvel at the ensemble
of bartenders: a couple of guys in their
early 30s and one motherly-type. I won't
hold my breath for a scene from Coyote
Ugly- I'll also refrain from holding my
breath for something called a "buyback."
Drink in hand, I love observing the
many "peoples" of the Grape. Walking

Photo: Amy Womack

past me you have your 'Lap People' (orbiting constantly around the bar in search
of the most exciting section- which of
course is always elusive). And then
there's the cousin species, 'Lap People
on 180 & Vodka' (tend to jog around the
bar and appear to have no attention
span). In the back you'll find your 'Dart
People' and sadly there are 'Dart People'
who bring their own darts. Of course
the worst, by far, are the Townies' (they
seem to have forgotten that they are not
in there early 20s).
On certain nights you'll find your
'Premeditated Karaoke Singer' (spends

all week picking out a song and practices in the shower) and then the alwaysamusing 'Impulsive Karaoke Singer'
(generally has consumed enough alcohol to firmly believe he or she can front
their own rock band).
And walking through the door, five
minutes before the Grape closes, my personal favorite 'Last Call People' (cannot handle an entire night anymore, so
now come completely whacked for only
the last 45 minutes or so). Finally,
around here somewhere are your 'Under-21 People' (I'm kidding- it takes 27
forms of I.D. to get in- these people don't
exist)
Getting back to the bar as a whole
though...what is the exact problem? Is
it the fact that this place never truly gets
outta control? Or that you'll never see
people on the bar doing body shots; or
that there isn't even a dance floor; or that
last call seems to come sooner and
sooner every night? Or perhaps it's simply the fact that anything done over and
over again will become mundane.
However, in the midst of my
bitching, as I look around at my friends
and classmates-1 realize something incredible: These people are having fun.
The people who complain as much as
me are having fun; and then I realize that
I am too... because we're all incredibly
intoxicated... but more importantly because we're on the threshold of saying
goodbye to a time in our lives when our
cares and responsibilities are so few. So
I say- live it up now... be more wild... do
body shots... move those damn tables
and make a dance floor... 'cause I promise you one thing: A career, a family, and
a mortgage from now- we'll all miss the
hell out of this.

Mothman coasts to the finish
Afothman Prophecies seems to be fit for T.V
BY CHRIS DONATO
Obviously Mark Pellington, the director of the new movie "The
Mothman Prophecies," must
love "The X-Files" because his
movie seems like a two-hour
season finale of the popular Fox
TV show. The movie starts off
with a happy middle-aged suburban couple, Richard Gere and
Debra Messing, house hunting
and excited to finally be settling
down to raise a family.
Then tragedy strikes;
Gere's wife gets into a car accident after "seeing something"
in the road. The doctors run
some tests and find that she has
cancer. Gere then begins to
wonder what his wife actually
saw the night of the accident.
Years later while on a business
trip he ends up in a town called
Point Pleasant in West Virginia
where things start to get weird.
After discovering that the
people living in the town have
started to see the same thing his
wife saw Gere decides that he
better stick around to figure out
what is going on and hopefully

bring closure to his wife's death. After
interviewing many of the towns' people
and befriending the town sheriff, things

begin to pick up.
The "creature" that everyone has
been seeing makes friends with one of
the locals who is also
one of Gere's new
buddies. The more research that Gere does
the more the creature
is in contact with him,
so he decides that it is
time to consult the
Mothman expert who
helps Gere figure out
what is best to do
from this point on.
(Funny how there is
an expert on every
subject
even
Mothmen.)
Although the
story line was cheesy
and simple, the movie
did keep my attention
until almost the very
end. There were
"twists and turns"
throughout the movie
and at a couple of
points everyone in the
theater did jump. My
only problem with the
movie is that it seems

like it was made for TV.
The plot was simple, the end wasn't
developed enough, and every time something was too farfetched to explain, the
event was blamed on the Mothman. So
if you have $8 and you love "The XFiles" then go ahead and see "The
Mothman Prophecies." You may get a
few thrills.

fl/ijk Facts
Grade: B Movie: The
Mothman
Prophecies
Starring:
Richard Gere
Director: Robert
Pellington
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THIS WEEK IN

SPORTS
Swimming & Diving

Basketball

Final tune-up Before MAAC
Championships

Ups and downs

The men's team lost both their games last week against Manhattan, 73-70 and Niagara, 80-77. The women did slightly better,
losing to St. Peter's, 62-55, beating Loyola, 61-59 and beating
Marist 75-68. The women improved to 7-6 in the MAAC.

The women's and the men's swim teams competed well against
Stony Brook in the final regular season meet of the year, the
women tied 121 to 121 and the men lost 141-88. Mellisa
Thompson set school records in both the 100 freestlye and 100
butterfly and qualified for the ECAC Championships.

Ice Hockey

Upcoming Events:
Friday, February 8
Ice hockey @ Bentley, 7:30 pm
Men's basketball @ Rider 7:30 pm

Lost both games to lona in a
home and away series last
weekend.

Saturday, February 9
Ice Hockey vs. Bentley, 8 pm

The hockey team dropped
back-to-back games to the Gaels
on Saturday and Sunday,
5-3 and 4-3, respectivley.

Sunday, February 10
Men's basketball vs. Siena, 4 pm
Women's basketball vs.Niagara 1pm

week
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O'Toole... Oh yeah!
Fairfield's men's basketball team
has represented a comedy of errors at
some times this season. Whether flubbing games by fouling up an inbounds play or gifting other teams
with last second wins, the Stags have
clearly displayed an inability to put
games away when it counts, and resemblances to the Keystone Cops and
the gang who couldn't shoot straight
abound. Their problems are made all
the more disappointing given the immense amount of talent available on
the team which is seemingly going
untapped.
As Fairfield once again faces the
prospect of playing in the dreaded
"play-in" game in the upcoming
MAAC tournament, one might think
that it would be time for the administration to seriously reconsider its relationship with head coach Tim
O'Toole. However, I do not think that
this should be the case at all, for a
number of reasons.
Some people here and in the local press are of the opinion that it is
time for O'Toole's tenure at Fairfield
to come to an end. Why? Because he
has not produced a winning program?
Because he has not lived up to the potential that he came to Fairfield with?
Let's tackle these arguments in a
somewhat objective fashion. First,
what is "winning" anyway, but a state
of the mind? In the 1988 winter
Olympics, the Jamaican bobsled team

crashed to disastrous results in their final run, but did they not score an unforgettable moral victory, later immortalized in the classic film Cool Runnings!
Think of this as it relates to
Fairfield athletics: despite waning student interest and a skeptical move to
the new Arena at Harbor Yard, O'Toole'
Stags drew almost 5,000 fans to the
arena in their last game against Manhattan. Why? The answer is simple:
Fairfield men's basketball, winning or
losing, is still entertaining regardless.
Even when they lose, the Stags still put
on quite a display; O'Toole's
globetrotting recruitment methods have
brought athletes of the highest calibre
to Fairfield, and in my opinion, it is only
a matter of time until they gel into one
of the MAAC's most succesful teams.
Already they are feared throughout the conference, exemplified by
Manhattan coach Bobby Gonzalez's
post-game remarks after his team's narrow win over Fairfield last Saturday.
"Who wants to play Fairfield in the
MAAC tournament? Nobody," he said.
Nobody indeed. And despite the
increasing pressure on coach Tim
O'Toole, athletics director Gene Doris
could only make the situation worse by
giving into it. O'Toole brought the program to where it is; his recruits are now
the core of this team, and he deserves a
real chance to guide them to glory.
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Chartier steps u P
to the challeng*
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guards are bigger, like 5'8" or 5'9". I'm 5'5"-we'll
say I'm5'5"," she said as she smirked.
"I just think I need to shoot a little bit more-I get
yelled at a lot for that," Chartier said.
The Connecticut native was second all-time in
scoring at Killingly High School where Chartier netted 1,468 career points and was named New Haven
Register Player of the Year. The well-rounded Chartier
was a three-time all-state selection and led her team
to two-straight Class L Finals and was an all-state
soccer pick in high school as well.
Chartier, who can often be seen shaking her head
after a turnover or hanging her head after a missed
shot-is an "emotional player," according to Nolan.
"She was thrown right into the fire," Nolan said.
"Marybeth is our lead guard and she has been since
the beginning of the season. She's gone from a roleplayer to an integral part of the team. I think she's
going to leave here as one of the best players Fairfield
has had."
MAAC
School
W L
Siena
1 2 0
St. Peter's 112
Manhattan 8 5
Fairfield
7 6
Canisius
6 6
Rider
5 7
Marist
5 8
lona
3 8
Loyola
2 9
Niagara
2 1 0

Pet. W
1.0001 7
0.84618
0.61513
0.538 1 1
0.5009
0.4176
0.3859
0.2735
0.182 8
0.1674

OVERALL
L Pet.
3 0.850
4 0.818
9 0.59.1
1 1 0.500
12 0.429
1 5 0.286
13 0.409
1 5 0.250
12 0.400
1 7 0.190

Gael force wins
Hockey drops two straight to lona
BY TIM SHEEHAN

The Fairfield Stags ice hockey
team has struggled this year to win the
close games and last week was no exception as they dropped both games in
a home and home series with the lona
College Gaels.
The MAAC conference has not
been very good to the Stags' icers as
they dropped to 2-14-2 this season in
MAAC play and 4-18-2, overall.
In the first game at the Wonderland
of Ice in Bridgeport, lona (11-11-2 overall, 10-6-2 MAAC) got the scoring going early as they lit the lamp just five
minutes into the game.
The Stags would eventually rally
to take a 2-1 lead in the second period.
The Gaels were not done scoring as they
scored three unanswered goals to go up
4-2.
Fairfield dropped the contest 5-3,
despite out shooting lona 32 to 24. Junior Dan Cotter, the team's leading scorer
provided the offense as he tallied two
goals and an assist.
In the rematch, Fairfield traveled
to New Rochelle, NY but the result was
the same another tough close loss to

lona. Fairfield almost pulled off a mi- warded with the two late goals. Again that the Stags scored on Sunday either
raculous comeback as they scored two the Stags peppered the lona goaltender, registering a goal or assist on all three
goals and finished the weekend with one
goals in the last 2:04, but it was too little as they out shot lona 39-33.
Rae Metz played a part in ever goal goal and five assists in the two games.
to late as lona won the game 4-3.
The story was
the same it was
just a different
night, as lona
pulled out in front,
2-0, in the first period. The Stags
would cut the lead
in half in the second period with a
goal from freshman
Cody
Wojdyla.
The Gaels
came flying out of
the locker room
after the second
period intermission to pump their
lead up to 4-1.
The no quit attitude of Stags
would shine again
as they continued
to play hard and
Photo: Sports Info.
would be re- Rae Metz had a goal and two assists Fairfield's loss to lona on Saturday
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Howgiand
Isidora scores 1,000th point in
overtime victory over Marist
BY CHRIS ZEITZ

Junior Schrene Isidora

Photo: Amy Womack

&

TIM SHEEHAN

In a business often markedby milestones, junior Schrene Isidora has etched her name forever
in the annals of Fairfield University's basketball program. ThisTuesday Isidora netted 16 points,
reaching the 1,000 point plateau and helping the Stags on to a 75-68 victory over MAAC rival
Marist
After the school's first at large bid into the NCAA women's basketball tournament last season, the lady Stags had their work cut out for them this season. With three straight 20 win seasons
and two NCAA appearances in the last three years, the lady Stags have begun to establish themselves as one of the top women's basketball programs in the Northeast
A rocky start to the 2001-2002 campaign has the Stags fighting to secure a top seed in the
MAAC conference championship tournament The lady Stags (11-11 overall, 7-6 MAAC) have
virtually no chance of gaining an at large bid to this year's NCAA tournament, and their hopes lie
with making a run at the MAAC title and gaining an automatic bid to the NCAAs.
After a tough double overtime loss to Loyola, 90-85, two weeks ago, the lady Stags fell to 55 in the league. After a home loss to St Peter's, Fairfield rebounded with a win against Loyola
followed by an overtime win against Marist They are now fourth place in the MAAC and face a
dauntingtask ahead
The final five games of the season, all MAAC conference games, are going to decide the
Stags'fate. Only one of the final five games are against teams with a worse record in the conference. The Stags will have to be ready to play every game and cannot afford any let downs during
the stretch run.

Taking the spotlight
SophomoreguardMarybeth Chartiermaves into startinglineup
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

Soft spoken but passionate sophomore guard Marybeth Chartier has
emerged from the shadows into the spotlight this season for the women's basketball team.
Chartier, a role-player who never
started a game for the Stags last year,
was thrust into the starting lineup at the
beginning of this season when senior
Megan Light was unable to play due to
suspension
"It was pretty stressful-havingnever
started a game and our first game was
against UConn," Chartier said. "The
beginning of our schedule was really
tough this year, but I think it gave me
some good experience playing against
the best guards from around here. Ithink
it helps out for the MAAC [Tournament]."
Chartier has averaged over 37 minutes per game this year, the most on the
team, after only averaging 12 minutes
lastseason. Chartier,orMBasherteammates call her, has also developed into a
legitimate scoring threat scoring a career-high 20 points on January 14 against
Rider. She had not scored more than six
points in any game last year.
"MB worked real hard during the

off-season-and it shows/'Light said.
"She's a great scorer who brings a new
dimension to the team. She's really
stepped it up this year."
Ranked second in the MAAC with
116 assists, Chartier's ball-handling ability had kept her at the point-guard position even afterlight's return to the Stags'
lineup in November. However, head
coach DianneNolan has recentfymoved
Light back to her original position.
"Megan has beenplayingthe pointguard the last three years," Chartier said
"I think it will help us bring the ball up
the court quicker. Havingher more comfortable on the floor will help too."
Light however, believes ifs just a
matter of being more vocal on the court
"I don't think it makes a difference,"
lightsaid 'Tjustthinkweneededsomeone to talk a little bit more out there,
thafsall."
Despite having barely a 5-foot-5
stature, the quick and feisty Chartier is
averaging almost nine points per game
this season against predominately taller
opponents while leading the league with
65 steals.
"I think my size is a little bit of a
factor/'Chartier said. "Most of the
SEE "CHARTIER" ON P.
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Sophomore guard Marybeth Chartier
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